Introduction
Co-operation and co-operative ways of working present Greater Manchester with a big opportunity for building back better after the ravages of Coronavirus – creating a fairer, sustainable and more resilient economy focussed on:

- Partnerships, inter-trading and support, and mutuality
- Community wealth building
- Solidarity, with a local, circular economy
- Strong relationships and shared risk
- Social, environmental and economic impact and sustainability

GM Co-operative Commission
Nobody foresaw a pandemic when the Greater Manchester Co-operative Commission published its report in January 2020. The way that people and organisations have responded to the pandemic show graphically how co-operation is a natural instinct in a crisis. But evidence given to the Commission also highlighted that compared with investor-owned businesses focussed on private gain, businesses that operate on a co-operative basis across many sectors bring something significantly different to a region. They are:

- Less likely to fail in the first five years of business
- More resilient in times of economic crisis
- Can reduce inequalities of power and wealth
- Are better for workers (good employment), communities (building wealth, empowerment and involvement), consumers (ethical standards and quality) and small businesses (self-help, self-responsibility, self-worth).

What is co-operation?
Co-operation is an idea that brings together personal responsibility and collective support. It harnesses power from below, within communities, and builds from the bottom-up. It is all about fairness and justice, giving every individual a stake and a say. It is an idea which embeds sustainability because it thinks about tomorrow as well as today, providing for the wellbeing of future generations. It is an idea for local communities but connected globally to a movement from Africa to Asia, from Europe to the Americas. Internationally, it has a major presence in financial services, retail, health and social care, housing and industry.

Underlying the idea of co-operation and what distinguishes it from traditional business are: equality – everybody has a part to play and an equal voice (you can’t buy influence); equity or fairness – everybody receives a fair deal for what they put in because profits aren’t used to reward investors; and sustainability – surplus value generated by trading is retained within the organisation and the community, not distributed to owners elsewhere.

Co-operation is an old idea but one which is highly relevant for today’s challenging context which needs locally rooted businesses, keeps economic benefits local, and strives to treat customers, workers and neighbours fairly. It is designed to build community wealth through self-help, solidarity and self-responsibility, and instinctively works collaboratively with the foundational economy.
**What we have all witnessed**

The clear evidence of the last few weeks and months is that in times of difficulty, community-based co-operation doesn’t wait for permission, funding or structures: it just gets on with it. It is focussed on behaviour and doing immediate things, rather than formal arrangements and process. It doesn’t need institutions or structures, just people working together for their own benefit and others round them.

The trust that people apparently lost during the political storms of Brexit is still there after all. Thankfully, meeting challenges collectively for everybody’s benefit is a normal thing to do to. However, whilst the pandemic and the required lock-down in response have drawn out this normal instinct, we must recognise that the prevailing structures and processes of business are all to do with competing for private gain. What has happened over recent weeks is that the profit-driven and extractive ambitions have been put on hold, and local collaboration, community action and mutual aid have taken their place.

**Building Back Better**

But how do we retain that upsurge of community-based self-help, the citizen-driven initiatives created to support local communities, and use it as a foundation to build back cleaner, safer, stronger and fairer? First it is important to recognise that the exclusive focus on the pursuit of private gain is what was wrong with the previous status quo. Second, strong but community-based leadership is needed to drive forward a change to something better. Third, it is necessary for space, encouragement and real practical support to be provided for those who have shown how much more can be done through collaboration and co-operation.

These are some of the things that the GM Co-operative Commission’s recommendations call for (numbers in brackets relate to the recommendation number):

- Establish a Co-operative Zone, helping to provide access to finance (12), to equip business advisors with the relevant basic practical understanding (21), to improve access to expert advice and support (23), to help family-owned SMEs to plan for ownership succession (22)
- Train procurement officers about the benefits of co-operative ownership (10), corporate strategies to emphasise procurement of social value (9), embed the principle of co-operation into GMCA’s constitution (2), all GM local authority strategies to address engagement of citizens and communities (5), establish a democratic charter promoting involvement of users, employees, volunteers and citizens (3)
- Employment for the gig economy through SMART for GM (28), consult on arrangements for SME participation in big digital projects (38), expand GM’s digital infrastructure through a co-operative approach (39), launch a GM user-investment vehicle for full fibre (40)
- Support small organisations in GM to co-operate in delivering public services (7), with a toolkit and learning programme to address this (8), promote funding of community-based initiatives through community share offers (13), promote credit unions (15)

**Inspiration**

The Report sets out inspiring examples of co-operative and other member-based business initiatives already in existence within Greater Manchester, or elsewhere in the UK, or beyond the UK, and argues that these provide a vision of what can be achieved where there is a recognition of the need to do something different and a will to follow this through. These include:

- Pioneering examples of collaborative organisations within GM such as [Inspiring Communities Together](#), [Rochdale Boroughwide Housing](#), [Unicorn](#), [Salford Community Leisure](#), [Wigan Deal](#) and [Abram Ward Community Co-operative](#)
International examples of successful co-operation such as co-operative schools in Spain, children’s day care co-operatives in Sweden, social care co-operatives in Italy, and the SMART co-operative providing employment in the gig economy in Belgium.

Co-operation evident in transport such as West Oxfordshire Community Transport (local bus), Taxi App UK in London, City Cabs in Edinburgh and Co-Wheels Car Club in Salford.

Support for co-operative development such as the Hive (Co-operatives UK with the Co-operative Bank), the Plunkett Foundation including its More than a Pub programme.

Seizing the initiative

The current situation provides an opportunity to help people recognise that the previous approach, entirely focussed on value extraction and individual return on investment, wasn’t working; that the wide-spread spirit of collective endeavour and co-operation which so many people and organisations have displayed in a crisis should be what informs every aspect of our recovery planning, and that at every step on the path of recovery we should be rooting our actions in collaborating for the common good of Greater Manchester, not competing to serve private gain elsewhere.

This simply will not happen without an acceptance of and willingness to break the mould of the past and build forward differently. Unless we are happy to return to the way things were before, then we need to take steps now, whilst the memory is still fresh and the evidence is still before us, to build a consensus to do things differently, to change the hardwiring. This requires political leadership, underpinned by grass-roots support. Without collective agreement that the old ways aren’t working, and that together we must explore and test different ways, then obviously things will just revert to the way they were before.

The following are essential:

1. Increase paid-for and subsidised specialist advice for co-ops and other social enterprises, to help them adapt business models, develop new products and increase productivity/efficacy.
2. Support the development of a values-based Greater Manchester wide co-operative learning initiative for everyone - from community activists to business advisors - to create strong businesses, develop co-operative identity, promote decent work and collective care, and build co-operative communities.
3. Support the #1MillionOwners agenda, which aims for a fivefold expansion in employee and worker ownership by 2030, by allocating funding for business support that helps the creation of new worker co-ops and the conversion of existing businesses to employee ownership, as part of planned succession and post-pandemic renewal.
4. Refocus the UK Shared Prosperity Fund on inclusive and sustainable growth, earmark 25 per cent for community-led economic development, prioritising participation of people in more deprived places.

It’s not enough just to agree to take a different view. We must now start doing things which set a different course. Businesses must be incentivised and opportunities must be created for them to explore other forms of ownership and governance. Workers must be given a voice and the chance to become active participants in commercial endeavour. Customers, clients, passengers and patients must be encouraged to behave differently, to have different expectations.

The Commissioners have been asked to help push forward co-operative initiatives which will help Greater Manchester to build back better and to make sure that what follows the pandemic will not be a return to business as usual, but something better, cleaner and fairer. The pandemic will hit hardest the most challenged communities and essential sectors, but these are the place where co-operation can provide the most help.
We are passionate about wanting people and institutions to continue co-operating out of lock-down: not to lapse back into competing with each other at the first opportunity. The Co-operative Commission wants to play its part working with GMCA to build a better future for the region.

Cliff Mills, Anthony Collins Solicitors, Commissioner, on behalf of the Greater Manchester Co-operative Commission
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